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INTRODUCTION
The demand for softened water in the United States is rapidly
increasing to the point where every municipality will have to inves
tigate its responsibility to its citizenry to furnish a water supply
with reduced hardness.
Soft water was one� considered a luxury that only a few could
afford but with increasing national affluence it is common that many
people now expect and even demand that softened water be made available.
The· qemand for soft water is evidenced by people paying from 5 to 10
times the amount for privately softened water that it would cost them
to obtain the same volume of water from a municipal water hardness re
duction plant (1).

Soft water is desirable because of the economic

savings and the comforts provided to the user.
The original residential soft water "service" was the rain barrel
placed under a spout extending from the eaves.

This was the fore

runner of the brick and cement-lined cistern which provided storage
for soft rain water.

The practice of slowly adding lime and soda ash

to a cistern full of hard water began around 1914.

This method pro

vided the user with a continuous supply of soft water that was not de
pendent upon the frequency of rainfall (2).

The first water softening

plant in the United States using the lime-soda ash process was con
structed in Oberlin, Ohio, in 1903 and by 1930, 110 plants had been
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built.

In 1960, it was estimated that there were about 1, 100 to 1, 200

municipal plants providing water with reduced hardness to approximate
ly 15 million people (1).

Around 1914, the use of base-exchange

minerals was introduced into this country, which resulted in the first
home operated water softeners.

In 194 7, it was estimated that over

770, 000 homes in the United States and Canada used home water softening
(2).

Water softened by the lime-soda ash process generally has a hard
ness in the range of 85 to 100 mg/1 while water softened by ion-exchange
processes has a hardness of nearly zero.

Most municipal softening

plahts employ the lime-soda ash method of softening while the ionexchange process has been used primarily for individual household
softening.

People receiving water softened by the lime-soda ash method

and who desire water of zero hardness would have to further reduce the
hardness by the use of home softeners.

However, since municipally

softened water entering the home would be of superior quality the fre
quency of serviced tank exchange or regeneration of home softening units
would be greatly reduced.
One of the primary benefits of a municipal softening plant is that
water with reduced hardness is provided to those people who would be
unable to afford soft water supplied by any other manner.

Therefore,

�hese people can also real•ize the economic savings that soft water
can provide.
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Nature of the Project
The City of Brookings, South Dakota, is a university town with a
total estimated pop�lation of 13,000, including a campus enrollment of
6, 0 00.

On March 3; 1970, Brookings' voters passed a bond issue to ex-

pand the present water treatment facilities by increasing both production and storage.
The new treatment plant will have a maximum daily production
capacity of 4 million gallons, storage for 3 million gallons and will
supplement the supply being treated by the existing plant.

The new

plant will consist of aeration to remove iron and manganese, lime and
alum treatment to partially soften the water and to assist in the
precipitation of the iron and manganese, an upflow basin for sludge
sedimentation, a rapid sand filtration unit, chlorination and fluoridation.

The lime and sludge will be pumped to a lagoon for dewatering

.prior to final disposal.

The cost of the plant including construction

costs for additional water storage has been estimated at $631, 000.
Brookings, located in a hard water area, has an average raw
water hardness of 643 mg/1 and a finished water hardness of 485 mg/1.
The primary objective of this project was to assess the economic
feasibility of incorporating additional water hardness reduction capabilities into the new municipal plant.
Brookings' residents ·presently obtain soft water by using the
ion-exchange process, either by subscribing to home-serviced softening
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provided by companies or by operating home-owned softening units.
It was desired to determine whether softened water could be obtained in
the most economical manner by a combination of improved municipal
hardness reduction in conjunction with home softening.

The specific

objectives of the study were:
1.

to determine the percentage of the water used in Brookings
that was softened and the cost to the residents per unit
volume of soft water,

2.

to determine the extent to which the water could be
economically softened,

3.

to determine the combination of softening practices that
would be most economical to the water user, and

4.

to evaluate the economic feasibility of installing additional
softening capabilities in the new municipal water treatment
pla�t.
_

If the reduction of the water hardness by municipal treatment
would prove economical then it would appear desirable to incorporate
additional softening into the new plant.

In this manner, the users

would be provided with a softened water supply at a cost that would be
less than they have paid to soften only a·portion of their water supply.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The acceptability of a water supply for public use depends to a
large degr ee upon the har dness of the water.

The dissolved calcium

and magnesium compounds r eact with the soap used in washing oper
ations to for m an insoluble product which will adher e to the items
being washed and to the sides of the washing container .

These

precipitates also consume soap a�d thus r educe the desired cleaning
action.

In addition, when water is heated, dissolved calcium and

magnesium compounds may be precipitated and may cause the formation
of �cale- deposits on the walls of the heating vessel.

Both of these

conditions r ender the supply less desir able to use and the water is
termed "hard".
Har dness is classified in two ways:

(a) with r espect to the metal-·

lie ions, i.e. , calcium and magnesium hardness, and (b) with r espect to
anions associated with the metallic ions, i.e., car bonate and noncar bonate hardness.

Calcium and magnesium are by far the lar gest con

tr ibuting cations causing har dness.

Carbonate har dness is chemically

equivalent to the bicar bonate plus car bonate alkalinities in the v.a.ter .
Hardness in excess of car bonate hardness is called noncar bonate hardness and is determined by subtr acting the car bonate hardness from the
total har dness.

Noncar bonate hardness exists primar ily in the for m of

sulfate compounds and was for merly ter med per manent hardness (3-349).
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The terms hard water and soft water are relative.

People living

in South Dakota where the water hardness averages about 300 mg/1 might
think that water from lake Michigan with a hardness of 125 mg/1 was
People from the .Pacific Northwest where water may have a

soft (4).

hardness of 50 mg/1 might think that lake Michigan water was very
hard.

Sawyer and McCarty (3- 349) have classified water in the follow-

ing terms of r�lative hardness:
0-75 mg/1....... ...... .Soft
7 5- 150 mg/1............Moderately Hard
150-300 mg/1...........Hard
above 300 mg/1........ .Very Hard
Advantages of Soft Water
The desirability of soft water can best be evaluated from the
standpoint of the material savings that are afforded to the user of
soft water.
various ways.

The use of soft water can provide a monetary savings in
In the following list of savings, soft water was con-

sidered to be water with 85 mg/1 or less of hardness:
1.

The quantity of soaps, detergents and other cleaning agents
consumed is greatly reduced when soft water is used.

This

represents a considerable savings per capita per year (1)
(5) (6) (7) (8).· The most recent work, by DeBoer and larson
(6), indicated that savings in gross cleaning products due
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to hardness reduction was $1.15 per capita per year per 100
mg/1 of hardness removed.

Previous research showed larger

savings but these studies had been conducted before synthetic
detergents were so widely used.

Much more soap than synthetic

detergent is required for the same cleaning action to occur.
Syndets contain from 30 to 50 percent complex phosphates that
sequester hardness ions and thereby decrease the money spent
for cleaning products (6).
C. W. Fouik developed a formula for calculating the
pounds of soap required to soften water as follows (8 ):
Pounds of Soap Required
1,000 Gallons of Water Used

2 + 0. 2H

where H is the total hardness of the water in mg/1 as Caco .
3

Generally it is expected that a 50 percent reduction in

soap consumption can be realized when water hardness is reduced from 350 mg/1 to 85 mg/1 (7).

It was reported that the

amount of soap consumed in reducing water hardness in the range
of 51-510 mg/1 to the point where cleaning action could proceed was equal to the amount of soap actually used to do the
cleaning.

No appreciable soap saving is achieved by softening

v.ater below 35-45 mg/1 of hardness (2) (6).
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2.

Scale deposits which can retard heat flow are eliminated when
heating soft water .

This can provide a 25 percent saving on

fuel costs (7).
3.

Expense for repairing, cleaning and replacing piping and equip
ment caked with scale can be decreased by using soft water (9)
(10).

Aultman (7) reports that 18 percent can be saved on

plumbing expense by using soft water.
4.

Fabrics washed in soft water will last up to 25 percent longer
than those washed in hard water (7).

White clothes will be

whiter and colored fabrics brighter and all fabrics will be
more pliable when washed in soft water (11) • .
5.

Food and vegetables have better texture, color, flavor and
digestive qualities when cooked in soft water (7) (8) (9).

6.

In making tea and coffee it takes 50 percent less grounds
with soft water than with hard water and the flavor of the
beverage is improved (7) (10).

7.

Aultman (7) stated that razor blades will last up to 20 percent longer when shaving with soft water.

Also, less shampoo

and other personal hygiene items are required.
8.

Washing machines and other utensils will last longer when
soft water is used (7).

9.

Household cleaning time can be reduced by as much as l½ hours
per week when soft water is used (11).
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Towne (10) reported that the total saving for the average family
using soft water coul.d be as high as $16 per month, while Gilcreas 02)
stated that a family could save $5.26 per year for each 100 mg/1 of
hardness removed from the water supply.
Perhaps even more important than the economic justification for
using soft water is the personal comfort provided to the user.

Soft

water benefits personal hygiene in that it helps to prevent skin dryness
and irritation and leaves a natural luster to the hair after washing.
Soft water also eliminates the formation of a soap scum that can trap
bacteria on the skin which could cause skin irritation and illness (7)
oo) ·n1) (13).

It has been reported that once people become accustomed

to the benefits provided by soft water they will not willingly return
to the use of hard water.
Disadvantages of Soft Water
Water softened by the-ion-exchange process and the lime-soda ash
method will contain relatively high concentrations of sodium ions.

High

sodium concentrations in water may have a detrimental effect on plant
growth and may be harmful to people suffering from heart diseases that
require low salt diets.
Recent research has shown a correlation between water hardness
and deaths from cardiovascular disease (4 ) (14) (15).

These reports

showed that the death rate from cardiova�cular diseases was higher in
areas where soft water occurred naturally.

It was found that this death
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rate decreased approximately 10 percent with each 100 mg/1 increase in
water hardness.

By using regression analysis at the 0. 1 level it has

been shown that the presence of calcium or magnesium (or other substances
normally present or absent when either calcium or magnesium is present)
is responsible for substantial reductions in the death rates from cardiovascular disease (4).

However, since no acceptable explanation for the

associations between water hardness and mortality has been found the
need for a more detailed investigation of the problem exists before

the above correlation can be accepted (15).
Methods Used to Reduce Hardness in Domestic Water Supplies
There are generally three ways in which domestic water supplies
are reduced in hardness.

These include:

(a) the lime-soda ash process,

(b) the ion-exchange process and (c) the use of excess soap.
The lime-soda ash method of softening is based upon the low solubilities of calcium and magnesium compounds.

With the addition of

lime to water the calcium and magnesium compounds precipitate according
to the following chemical equations:
Carbonate Hardness
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Magnesium Hardness (excess lime)
Mg++ + co; + Ca(OH)

-

2

Mg++ + so- + Ca(OH)
4
2

Caco + Mg(OH)
2
3

ea +++ so�+ Mg(OH)
2

The last equation indicates the formation of noncarbonate hardness
which must be precipitated by the addition of soda ash (sodium carbonate).

This reaction is shown in the following equation:

The softened water obtained after lime-soda ash softening is normally supersatured with Caco3.

The calcium carbonate will continue to

precipitate as scale on filters �nd in pipelines unless the water is
stabilized.

Stabilization is accomplished by passing carbon dioxide

through the water until the pH is adjusted to approximately 8.6 (3- 356).
The ion-exchange or zeolite method of softening relies upon the
ability of certain resinous materials to exchange cations.
either natural or artificial, are commonly called zeolites.

These resins,
Zeolites

have a natural preference for multivalent ions because of the more
stable compounds that can be formed with them.

As a result zeolite

resins tend to give up monovalent cations and take on divalent cations.
In this process sodium ions are released by the zeolite media and calcium
and magnesium zeolite compounds are formed.

The zeolite media can be re-

generated by passing a strong salt brine through the media which replaces
the calcium and magnesium ions with sodium ions. In this way the softening system is restored and -.:nore water can be _softened.

This method of
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softening produces a water with practically zero hardness and with a
high sodium content.

During regeneration approximately three milligrams

of NaCl are needed to displace each milligram of hardness (3-361 ).
The third method of water softening is accomplished by using
excess soap to soften the water to the point where cleaning can occur.
This process yields a very undesirable soap scum and is very expensive
to use.

Modern synthetic detergents contain complex phosphates that

sequester the hardness ions thereby eliminating soap scum but this
process is also expensive.
Lime does a much more economical job of softening than does soap.
Bajat reported, in 1964, that one pound of lime costing one-half a cmt
will neutralize as much hardness as 20 pounds of soap costing $3.00 (16).

Considerations in Selecting a Water Softening Method
There are basically four factors to consider when choosing between
lime-soda ash hardness reduction and cation-exchange softening for a
community water supply (17).

These are:

1.

the amount and relative types of hardness present in the water,

2.

the bacteriologic and turbidimetric quality of the water,

3.

the available space for the disposal of the sludge produced
by the lime-soda ash method, and

4.

the cost of salt, lime and soda ash.

It was found that for municipal water hardness reduction the limesoda ash method offered a lower chemical cost than ion-exchange unless
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7 5 to 90 percent of the hardness to be removed is in the form of sul
f ate compounds (18 ).
If a water supply is to be softened by using the cation-exchange
process the water must be low in turbidity, contain f ew bacteria and
have little iron and manganese (l9).

Turbidity tends to filter out and

leave organic matter on the zeolite resin which will support bacterial
growths and produce a slime layer that soon can foul the softener.
This slime can impart undesirable tastes and odors to the water.

High

iron an.d manganese concentrations in the water will tend to cement the
zeolite media together and reduce the softening capacity of the unit
if washing is not performed thoroughly,

Fouling of the softener leads

to more frequent regenerations, higher salt consumption and greater
loss of zeolite mineral.

It would, therefore, be advisable to use

water with high bacteriologic, chemical and physical qualities when
softening by the zeolite process (19).
Ion-exchange is used in some municipal softening plants with sat
isfactory economical results but these plants are generally less than
1 mgd of capacity and treat a very hard water supply (20) (21).

How-

ever, most municipal softening plants use the lime-soda ash method of

hardness reduction.

Some softening plants practice a combination of

the two softening methods.
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Qual ity Compar ison of Water Softened by the Ion-Exchange and Lime-Soda
Ash Processes
Water softened by ion-exchange methods has a hardness of nearly

zero as compared to a hardness of 85 to 100 mg/1 for water softened by
the lime-soda ash method.

Zero hardness renders the water more de-

sirable to the consumer primarily from the additional comfort it provides (1) (6) (12) (22)�
Water with zero hardness is very seldom stable and has the tendency to corrode distribution mains and household plumbing.

Proper

municipal softening eliminates the tendency of water to f orm scale
deposits.

Complete softening by the zeolite process removes all scale

forming tendencies and renders the water less protective.

If a water

was corrosive before softening, it will never become less corrosive by
zeolite softening but wil l probably become more corrosive by such
treatment (23).
Water softened by the zeolite process has a very high sodium concentration and therefore may be detrimental to people suffering from
heart trouble.

Also, when zeolite media is regenerated the rinse water

carries a high concentration of dissol ved salts to the sewage treatment plant that could conceivably cause operational difficulties.
Water treated by the lime-soda ash process has several advantages
over water softened by the zeolite process in that:

the pH is higher so

that corrosiveness and red water problems are reduced, it has more
efficient removal of turbidity particularly if the magnesium content of
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the water is high, there is a better bacteria kill, iron and manganese
are removed, water color is improved, the suspended solids loading on
the filters is reduced so that filtration rates may be increased,
chlorine dosage may be reduced and the quantity of coagulating chemical
may be reduced (24 ) .
The disposal of the large amounts of lime sludge produced by lime
soda ash softening is the greatest disadvantage of this method of soft
ening.

This problem is not new and until recently it had been handled

by discharging the sludge to surface waters.

Federal and state legis

lation now prohibit this method of disposal and new practices must be
devised.

An estimated 1 million tons per year_ of dry lime solids are

produced as sludge from 3, 600 municipal water treatment plant operations (25) .
Essentially the problem of disposing of lime sludge consists of
dewatering the sludge to the point where it can be handled easily.
Once the sludge is dried sufficiently it can be reclaimed and the lime
recovered or it can be transported to a land fill site for final dis
posal.

For a plant producing less than 20 tons per day of dry lime

solids a recalcining plant is not usually economically feasible (26�
21 4 ) .
Many methods have been introduced to dewater lime sludge.
include:

These

vacuum filtration, centrifugation, sand drying beds, pressure

filtration, freezing, addition of polyelectrolytes and lagoons (25) .
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Of these methods lagooning has proven to be the most practical solution
for the small treatment plant.

With a properly operated lagoon it is

possible to concentrate the sludge to 50 percent solids before it is
removed to a point of final disposal (25) .

If sufficient land area is

available for a lagoon site and the lagoon is properly operated there
is no need to let the production of lime sludge prevent softening of
water by the lime-soda ash method.
·1t would seem apparent from the above comparisons that water
produced by the lime-soda ash method would be more desirable than
zeolite softened water if both were treated municipally.

However, it

should be determined whether municipal hardness reduction is preferable
to home-serviced softening and home-owned softening.

This can be

determined in part by listing the advantages and the relative costs to
the user for each softening method.
Comparison of Municipal Water Hardness Reduction with Home Softening
When other factors are equal, industries are frequently attracted
to communities that are capable of providing them with reasonably soft
water.

If a town can furnish water with reduced hardness, industries

that require soft water in their operation do not have the added expense
of completely softening thei� water.

Some of the industries that re

quire soft water in their manufacturing processes include:

the textile,

paper, sugar, chemical, starch, glue, ice, brewing, distilling, canning,
tanning, laundering and packing industries (22).
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Monetary saving for a city can be obtained when water with reduced
hardness is pumped through the distribution mains rather than hard or
completely softened water.

Hard waters tend to build up a hard mineral

scale in pipelines and household plumbing.

This can reduce the carrying

capacity of the lines and can eventually completely clog them.

Complete

softening removes all existing scale forming tendencies of the water and
renders it less protective.

These two conditions tend to necessitate

costly plumbing repairs and water main maintenance programs (2 3).

Lime

soda ash softening plants lend themselves to the production of an effluent that is palatable and stable, that is, · noncorrosive and nondepositing (2 6 -2 0 9).
Perhaps the greatest single benefit provided by a municipal water
hardness reduction program is that softened water is available to those
people who were previously unable to afford it.

While it has been shown

that soft water pays for itsel f, Olson (2 ) reported that in Madison,
Wisconsin, the people who could least afford to pay for soft water
were bearing the burden of hard water expenses.

This was because they

did not feel that they could afford to install softeners or use a homesoftening service.

It was found that, in Madison, 6 0 percent of the

people softened their water.

It was computed that if only 4 0 percent

had softened their water the money it cost them would have been suf
ficient to soften the entire municipal water supply.
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Municipally softened water benefits the people in the lower income brackets more than those in the middle and upper income brackets
{23).

A survey conducted, in 1952, by the soft water service companies

classified the percentage of their customers in the various income
brackets as follows:
Buying Income per Year

Percent of Services

$7, 000

27

$2,00 0 to $7, 000

57

Less than $2, 000
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It is readily seen from this classification that the percentage of
people in the lower income bracket that enjoyed the benefits of soft
water was less than the percentage of people in the higher income levels.
With municipally softened water it would be possible for the lower in-

come group to realize the economic savings and th� personal comforts_
provided by soft water without the expense of individually softening
their water.
A review of the literature revealed many articles that compared the
costs of municipal hardness reduction with home softening {l) (2) (5)
(6) (7) (8 ) (12) (17) (27 ).

Since these various articles were written

over a period of years in different parts of the country and compare
vastly different water supplies it is interesting to note that none of
them reported home softening by itself to be less expensive than any
other combination of softening methods.

However, these papers repre sent
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a variety of conditions and are not in agreement as to the amount of
savings that could be expected by using municipal hardness reduction.
Most studies generally report the cost of soft water production
in cents per 1, 000 gallons produced.

Additional costs for lime-soda

ash softening vary according to the raw water quality and the type
of treatment already present.

Construction costs of a typical plant

where filtration of a hard surface water has been planned will be

inc�eased about 1 5 percent when provisions for softening are included
(1).

This cost percentage would necessarily be increased if filtration

had not originally been planned.
Chemical costs for lime-soda ash softening- have been calculated
on the basis of 2.25 cents per 1, 000 gallons of soft water produced per
100 mg/1 of hardness removed (1).

In plants smaller than 10 mgd the

normal labor force required in a non-softe_ning pla_nt would be adequate
for a plant in which water hardness is to be reduced.

When softening

has been figured as an auxiliary to filtration the softening cost will
be about three cents per 1,000 gallons per 100 mg/1 of hardness reduction with little variation, regardless of plant size (1).

Other

softening cost estimates ranged from 3 to 10 cents per 1, 000 gallons· of
water softened depending upon water quality and whether filtration had
been planned or had to be incorporated as a result of softening (6) (7)
07)

(23).
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Howson (1) estimated that the average water consumer paying for
individual softening would be able to cut his yearly water conditioning bill in half if municipal softening was incorporated.
Larson (12) presented the following table of comparative softening
costs in his study:

Table 1.

Cost Relationsh_ips for Various Softening Methods
Cost Relationships for
Initial Hardness in mg/1

Softening Method

250

3 40

2.0

2.7

4. 0

1.0

3.0

4. 0

5. 7

10. 0

17.5

85
Municipal to 85 mg/1
Home-owned (salt cost only)*
Home-serviced softening
Soap

2. 6 ·

5. 8

510

34.0

7.6

10. 8

* Amortization on softener costs not included

Table 1 shows that water softened on a municipal basis to 85 mg/1 is
the most economical method of softening.

Since the cost of excess

soap necessary for softening is approximately two and a half times
higher than municipal softening costs, this alone should justify municipal treatment.

It has been found that water reduced in hardness

from 285 mg/1 to 85 mg/1 would yield a reduction in soap expense of
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$2. 50 per capita per year (17).

For an average family of four this

would represent a savings of $10 .00
per year which would easily pay for
_
the increased cost of water resulting from municipal softening.
DeBoer and Larson (6), tabulated the costs for 1,0 0 0 gallons of
water per 100 mg/1 of hardness removed for various methods of softening.

Table 2.

Costs for Various Methods of Softening
per 100 mg/1 nf Hardness Removed

Method o� Softening

Cost per 1,00 0 gallons per
100 mg/1 of hardness removed
in cents

Municipal to 85 mg/1
Soap

��
Home owned softening units
Home serviced softening

5.3

11. 7
32. 0

q
6 1. 0

This cost analysis was made assuming a family of four using 27 gpd/cap of

soft water with a total water usage of 4 0-6 0 gpd/cap.
From the literature reviewed only one study was found that indicated
a combination of municipal and home softening to be more economical than
other combinations of water softening methods (27).

However, this work

considered that zero hardness was to be obtained instead of the 85 to
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100 mg/1 of hardness that would be expected from just municipal softening.
It has been found that when a water supply of 350 mg/1 or more
of hardness is used 90 percent of the consumers soften their water.
When the hardness was reduced to 200 mg/1 the percentage of consumers
using water softeners decreases to 30 percent (1).

Many people soften

only their hot water and temper it with cold, hard water.

With water

supplies of 170 to 200 mg/1 of hardness this tempering can result
in a wat,er hardness nearly equal to that produced by the lime-soda ash
process (12).

These two reasons indicate that when a lime-soda ash

method of softening is used the water produced will have a hardness
that very few people will find objectionable.

In the literature re

viewed no documented cases were found where people having tried mun
icipal water hardness reduction were dissatisfied with the results and
had returned to other methods of softening.
Summary of Literature Reviewed
Municipal softening unquestionably improves hard water.

Home

owned softening is a further improvement, as is home-serviced softening.
Either of the latter is made more economical and convenient by municipal
softening (12).

Mun�cipal softening provides an effluent that has a

nearly constant hardness and as a result the regeneration of home-owned
softening units and the dissipation of softening capacity in homeserviced units occurs at a mor.e uniform rate.
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Municipal hardness reduction, complete home softening and the use
of soap or synthetic detergents are all compatible.

For those who

prefer a polished, completely soft water, municipal �oftening eco
nomically and effectively supplements home-owned and home-service soft
ening, thus benefiting not only the consumer but also the soft water
service industry.
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RESEARCH PROCEDURE
Introduction and Method of Approach
The overall objectives of this study were to determine the
percentage of water softened_ in Brookings and the most economic:al
method by whi_ch this softening could be accomplished.

To achieve

these objectives it was necessary to compare the cost differences
between existing softening pr�ctices and computed municipal softening.

City and university records were used to determine water

usage, which was categorized into residential, commercial and university usages.

Residential water usage was considered to be the

water used in single family dwellings.

Commercial water usage in

cluded all the water used in churches, schools, apartment houses and
places of business.

University usage included all water metered and

billed to South Dakota State University duiing the �eriod studied.
The period of time chosen for the study was January, February
and March, of 1969, because this was the most recent period for which
representative water usage records were available.

The water usage

for the first three months of the year was selected for several reasons.

Records indicated that water usage was lowest during this ti�

of the year.

It was assumed that the quantity of water softened during

this period, when outdoor water uses were at a minimum, would remain
reiatively constant throughout the year even though the total water
usage was subject to seasonal fluctuations.

In addition, Brookings
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computes its sewer rental charges on the mean water usage during
January, February and March, therefore, it was advantageous to use
the same period for this study.

University enrollment for the period

studied was representativ e of the total yearly enrollment and, therefore,
the data obtained should be more reliable than if summer months had been
used for the period of study.
Be fore an analysis could be made of the v arious categories of
water usage it was necessary to examine Brookings Water Department
r ecords.. . From these records yearly averages, compiled from daily
entries, of water production and of raw and finished water qualities
were obtained.

I.

Data for the years 196 1-1969 are tabulated in Appendix

The hardness water quality data were used to compute chemical re

quirements for municipal softening.

These data were used because the

wells for the new treatment plant had not been dev eloped and reliable
water quality data from the new aquifer could not be attained.

It was

assumed that since the two well sites were located within five miles
of each other that the water qualities would be similar.
Residential and Commercial Sampling Technique
To obtain information concerning residential and commer cial water
softening practices a questionnaire was prepared and mailed to a rep
resentative number of Brookings' water users.

Dr. W. Lee Tucker,

Experiment Station Statistician for Sout� Dakota State University, was
consulted and with his . assistapce it was determined that a survey of
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10 percent of the metered water accounts would provide an adequate
sample size.
The sample of residential water users surveyed was prepared by
selecting every tenth residence listed in water department records.
The sample of commercial water users was compiled by conducting a ran
dom number selection on a compl ete list of the churches, schools,
apartment houses and businesses in Brookings.

A copy of the questions

that were mailed to 264 residential and 28 commercial water users can
be found in Appendix I.

In an attempt to improve qu�stionnaire response

a postage-paid self-addressed envelope was included with the question naire.

In addition, the local newspaper carried an article explaining

the purpose of the questionnaire and requested that cooperation be ex
tended to the University by promptly completing and returning the
questionnaires .
City water records were used to obtain the average monthly water
usage for those residential and conunercial water users replying to the
questionnaire.

By knowing the average monthly water usage and the sur

vey results the amount of soft water used by those people and establish
ments responding to the questionnaire coul d be calculated.

From these

data the quantities and the percentages of water softened by home
serviced and home-owned softening were calculated.
In May, of 1 967, the c ity meter readers conducted a survey for
the University to obtain an idea as to the amount and -cy pe of water
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softening being conducted in Brookings.

Because it wa s desired to

substantiate the information gained from the questionnaire survey the
City agreed to conduct another meter readers' survey.

The results of

the two meter readers ' surveys were compared with questionnaire results.
Deter mination of South Dakota State University Water Usages
The total University water usage, for 1969, was obtained from water
department records and has been summarized in Appendix I.

To achieve an

accurate representation of the University' s soft water usage it was
necessary to separately determine the water usage for the dormitories ,
food services, student union, power plant, agricultural projects and
other uses.

University records were used in obtaining data concerning

the distribution of water for various University uses.

Soft water usage

for the University was determined from information obtained from the
University personnel who maintained the var ious softening units.
Basis for Softening Cost Calculations
The calculations for determining the percentages of water softened
in the three general areas of water usage were based on several assurnptions.

It was assumed that the softening capacity of the exchange

tanks when returned to the soft water service companies would, on the
average, be compl etely dissipated.

It was also assumed, that three

mi lligrams of NaCl are needed to displace each milligram of hardness
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during regeneration of zeolite media (3-362).

These calculations can

be found in Appendix II.
The Permutit Water Conditioning Data Book (28 -49, 53) was used to
compute the amount of lime , soda ash and carbon dioxide necessary for
municipal water hardness reduction.

By using this reference the amounts

of commercial chemical lime and soda ash required per million gallons of
water for various degrees of hardness removal were calculated.

The con-

centration of alkalinity in the effluent could also be determined and
used to c ompute the carbon dioxide needed to stabilize the water after
softening (29).

The sample calculations for water softening costs are

shown in Appendix III.
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
The data presented and discussed in this section consist

of

tables and figures showing the percentage of water softened in Brookings
for residential, commercia� and university uses ; as well as, the cost
to soften this water from varying degrees of hardness.

The cost per

residence per year for water softened from varying degrees of hardness
has been calculated for water · £ oft ened by home- serviced, home -owned,
and municipal softening and also for combinations of the aforementioned
methods.

The terminology used to define the various softening methods

is as follows:
1.

Home- serviced softening was considered to be all private
softening accomplished by using zeolite media exchange tanks
supplied by soft water service companies.

2.

Home - owned softening was considered to be all softening accom
plished by softening units that were privately owned, either by
a residence, a commercial establishment, or by the University.

3.

Municipal softening was considered to be water hardness reduction
accomplished by treatment with lime and soda ash, by the municipality.

Residential and Commercial Soft Wat er Usage
A summary of the respo nse obtained to the questionnaire survey
for both residential and commercial water users is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 .

Summary o f Quest i onna ire Response and Per centage o f Softening

Commer c ia l Accounts

Res i dent ial Accounts
2457

2 80

Questionnaires Distr i buted

2 64

28

Questionna ires Returned

176

19

Total Water Accounts

Per centage of Quest ionnaires
Returned

I

66 . 7

I

Percentage of Metered Water
Accounts Returning
Questionnaires

I

7.2

I

6. 8

Per centage of Repl ies Indieat ing Water Softening
Capabi l i t ies

I

92 . 5

I

52 . 6

Per centages of Repl ies Subscr ibing to Servi ced
Softening

I

56 . 2

I

36. 8

Percentage of Repl ies Owning
or Rent ing Automat i c
Softening Uni ts

I

36 . 3

I

26 . 3

68

I

0
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Of the 2 92 tot a l quest ionnaires mailed, 66. 8 percent were returned
whic h represent ed 7. 1 percent of the total metered wat er accounts in
Br ookings.

Since the result s indicate that only 7. 5 percent of the

r esidentia l water users did not soften their water, it is apparent that
very f ew Brookings' water users are satisfied wit h t he finished water

presently being produc ed.

A st udy of the replies, that indicated no

water softening capabilit ies , revealed that t hose peop l e used less than

2·00 c ubic feet of water per month whic h c lassified them in t he minimum
usage c at egory.

Nearl y 50 percent of the commercial replies reported

t hat t heir wat er was not soft ened.
Table 4 is a summat ion of residential water so_f t ening practices
as used by those people replying to the survey.

This t able indicates

t he quant ities and the perc entages of wat er soft ened by both home
serviced and home- owned softening-.

The per c entage of wat er softened

- �Y t hose people using home-serviced softening was c a l c ulated, based on
the f requenc y of softening tank replac ement assuming that t he tank ex
change capacit y was 30, 000 grains of hardness and t hat the hardness of
the water was constant at 485 mg/ 1 .

It was also assumed that the soft

eni ng c apacity of the exc hange tanks when returned woul d, on the av erage,
be complet ely dissipat ed.

F or t hose peop le softening with home- owned

units the percentage of soft wat er used was determined f rom t he amount of
salt used for regenerat ion of the softening units.

From this table it

may be noted that for residential usage those peop l e having home-owned

Tab le 4. Resi dential Water Usage -- Mean Values for
January, Fe b ruary and March, of 1969

Home-serviced
p oftening

94

Home-owned
softening

I

63

I

418, 818

No water softeni ng c apab ilities

I

13

I

35, 536

Total Resi dential
Softeni ng

170

153, 278

355, 349

809, 703

I
I-

298, 500

c

--

451, 778

54

126

43. 1

b

Soft Water per
Resi dence
gal/day

Total Water per
Resi dence
gal/day

Percentage
Softene d
%

Soft Water
Used
gal/month

Total Water
a
Replies j
Used
gal/month

I

7 1. 2

I

222

I

--

I

91

--

159

89

55. 8

I

158

a

- Figures b ased on information from city re cords
b - Fi gure b ase d on 30, 000 grai ns of hardness removal per exchange tank
c - Fi gure b ase d on salt consumption for softener regeneration

w
l\)
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softening units used and softened much more water than those people
subscribing to home-serviced softening.

The figures for residential

softening indicate that 55. 8 percent of the water used during the period
studied was softened and that the average Brookings residence used 89
gallons of soft water per day .
The percentage of soft water used by commercial establishments
was calculated, based upon a consumption of three grains of salt for
every grain of hardness displaced during the regeneration of the softening unit.

The sample calculations are shown in Appendix II .

It was

found that 3 4 . 6 percent of the commercial wa ter usage during the period
studied was softened.
University Soft Water Usage
The data pertaining to the total and soft water consumption by
studen ts living on campus during the period studied can be found in
Table 5.

Total dormitory occupancy for the spring semester, of 196 9,

was 92. 5 percent of capacity and was approximately 2, 6 0 0 students.

The

average soft water usage per student varied from 13 gallons per day for
boys living in Development Hall to 17 gallons per day for girls living
in Pierson Hall.

The average soft water usage for all students was 15

··· gallons per day which amounted to 35 percent of the total water usage
by the students.

The two food services, Grove Commons and Medary

Commons, contributed 1. 8 and 2. 0 gallons of soft water per day per
student respectively to the total soft water usage per student.

The

Ta b le 5. On-·campus per capita Water Usage - - Mean Values
for Ja nua ry, Feb rua r y a nd Mar c h, of 1969
Building

Oc c upa ncy per
Building
Studentsa

Tota l Wa ter Usa ge
c u ft/month

Soft Wa ter Usa ge
c u ft/month

Total Water
gpd/c a p

Soft Wate1
gpd/c ap

Development Hall
Har ding Hall
Br own Hall
Mathews Hall
Pier son . Ha ll
Gr ove Commons
(Food Ser vice)

45
176
38 5
360
414
(1, 380)

5, 660b
22 , lOO b
48, 416
48, 416
62 , 303
53, 653c

2 , 000
8, 800b
2 0, 000
b
2 0, ooo
2 4, 400b
1 0, ooo b

31b
31b
31
34
38
9.7 b

11
1 3b
13
14
15
1 .8 b

Waneta Ha ll
Wecota Annex
Wec ota Ha ll
Wenona Hall
Scob ey Ha ll
Hansen Hall
Medar y Commons
(Food Ser vic e)

2 53
131
85
65
278
414
( 1, 227 )

38, 22 3
19, 79 1 b
12, 842 b
9, 820b
34, 960b
49, 818
40, 657 c

1 4, 400
7, 600
4, 000
2 , 800
12, ooo b
2 0, 000
10, 000

38
3g b
3g b
3g b

14
14 b
12 b
llb
llb
12
2. 0

Totals
a
b

2, 607

446, 459

- 92 . 5 per cent of ca pacity
- Estimated va lues
- Soft water subtr ac ted for dormitory usa ge

b

156, 000

31b
30
8. 3
43

Aver a ge

b

15
Average

w
�
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soft water usage f or the dor mitories and food services was deter mined
in part fr om available infor mation and the r emaining usage v.a s estimated
af ter consultation with university maintenance personnel.
The data for the water consumption by dormitor ies and f ood services
have been recor ded in Table 6 along with the remaining University water
uses.

It was assumed that the water used for agricultural pr ojects

would not be softened an d that 1 0 percent of the water usage enter ed
under " other university uses" would be softened.

Ther efore, the soft

water usage by the Univer sity dur ing the per iod studied was 33. 2 per 
cent of the total Univer sity water usage.
S ummary of Soft Water Us�.�
Accor ding to survey results f or the first thr ee months, of 1969,
4 4.6 percent of all the water used by r esidences, commer cial establish
ments and the Univer sity was softened.

These data are shown in Table 7.

From city records it was found that total water usage incr eased during
the summer months, however, it was assumed that the volume of soft water
used remained relatively constant throughout the year .

From this assump

tion it was calculated that 36 percent of the total water usage for
Brookings was softened, in 1 969.
During the period studied the residential water usage accounted for
appr oximately 49 percent of the total city water consumption.

When the

value of 4 9 per cent is multiplied times the total yearly water usage in

Brookings, f or 1 969, the total daily residential water consumption as

Table 6.

Water User

Distrib ution of Average U niversity Water Usage for
January, February and March, of 1969

Total Water Usage
cu ft/month

Soft Water Usage
cu ft/month

Percentage Softened
%

Dormitories

I

352, 149

134, 000

38

Food Services

I

94, 310

20, 000

21

50, 621

10, oooa

Student U nion

I

20

110, 000

110, 000

100

Agricultura l Proj ects

41, 300

0

0

Other University Uses

253, 100

Power Plant

901, 480

Totals
a
b

- Assumed to be the same

as

25, 300 b
299, 300

10

33. 2

a food service

- Assumed that 10 percent was softened

I

Table 7 .

Percentage of Brooki�gs' Wat er Soft ened During
January , February and March , of 1 969

Ext rapolated
Total Water Usage
gal/month

Percent age
of Tot al
%

Ext rapolated
Soft Water Us age
gal/mont h

1 1 , 700, 000

48. 7

6 , 550 , 000

55. 8

Commercial Usage ,
I ncludes Churches
�partments and Schools

5 , 550 , 000

2 3. 1

1 , 92 0 , 000

34. 6

University Usage

6 , 750 , 000

28 . 2

2 , 2 40 , 000

33. 2

b
2 4 , 000 , 000 ·

100.0

1 0 , 71 0 , 000

44. 6

Water Distribut ion

Resident ial Usage

Total Water Usage

Percent age of Water
Softened
%
a

a

- Percentages determined from questionnaire replies
b - This value deviat es 0. 60 percent from metered city water usage records
w
-.J
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reported in Ta ble 4 increases from 159 to 195 gallons per day per
residence.
The total water usage for an average month during the period
studied was calculated by extrapolating survey results to include all
metered water accounts.

As an indication of the precision of the sur

vey the extrapolated total water usage as recorded in Ta ble 7 deviated
only 0.60 percent from the metered volume of water billed to customers
by the City during the same period of time.

Data used in this cal

culation can be found in Appendix I.
Data from Tables 4, 6, and 7 have been summarized in Figure 1 by
using an exploded pie diagram.

This figure shows the distr ibution of

Brookings' water usage and the percentage of water softened for the
first three months, of 1969.
Table 8 is a summary of the results obtained from surveys conducted
by city meter readers.

These surveys were designed to provide an

estimate as to the extent of water softening practices in Brookings.
The surveys showed that approximately 11 percent of the residents prob
ably did not soften their water.

This value compares to the 7.5 percent

as found by the questionnaire survey.

The percentage of outside meters

increased from 17 . 3 to 27.7 during the time interval between surveys.
This could account for the variation that occurred in the percentages
for the softening methods reported.

If t_he assumption is made that

those residences with outside meters all have water softening capabilities
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28%
Universit y

4 9%
Residential

Figur e 1.

Distr ibut i o n o f Br ook ings' water usage and the per
centage o f water so f tened for Januar y , Febr uar y and
Ma r c h , o f 1 9 69 .

Ta ble 8.

Ca tegories

Meter Rea ders ' Surveys - - Summa ry ·of Wa ter
Softening Pr actices in Brookings

May 1967
Metered Accounts
Obs erveda

Percenta ge

March 1970
Percenta ge
Metered Accounts
a
Obs erved

1, 168

48.7

894

40. 0

· Home-owned Softening

42 1

17.6

360

16.0

Probably No Softener

260

10.8

24 5

10.9

Softener Not Observed

135

5.6

12 1

5.4

Outs ide Meter - Thus
No Informa tion

413

17 � 3

619

27. 7

100.0

2, 2 39

Horne-s erviced Softening

Tota ls
a

- Not

a ll

2, 397a
of the metered

a ccounts

were included in the s urveys

a

100 . 0

.t:.
0
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and that 50 percent use home-serviced softener s and that 50 percent use
home-owned softeners the results are similar to those derived from the
survey questionnaire.
Analysis of Residential Water Softening Costs
Residential softening costs have been computed on the basis of an
annual cost per residence.

It- was found from sur vey results that the

average residence would have a total water usage of 1 95 gallons per day
of which 90 gallons per day would be softened.

In order to extrapolate

survey data it was nec essary to determine the number of r esidential
water accounts in Brookings.

From water department records it was found

that of the 2,737 metered water accounts, in Brookings, appr oximately
2, 457 were residential accounts.
The cost analysis has been determined from the viewpoint of an
established Brookings' resident considering the effective savings in
dollars per year that municipal softening could provide.

The cost

analysis was conducted for a combination of municipal hardness r eduction,
to varying degrees of har dness, in conjunc tion with both home- serviced
and home-owned softening to zero hardness.

The extent to which munici

pal softening should be conducted depends upon an economic evaluation of
the total softening costs.

For the purpose of this analysis the

foll owing degrees of hardness removal by municipal softening were con
sidered:

the present Brookings' treatment plant effl uent of 28. 3 gr ains
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per gal l on, comp lete carbonate hardness removal to 20 grains per
gal l on, cal cium noncarbonate hardness remov al to 15 grains per gal l on
and compl ete l ime-soda ash softening to 5 grains per gal l on .
Residential Home- serviced Sof tening Costs - The cost in dol lars per
month f or residential home- serviced softening is shown in Tabl e 9.

The

cal cul ations were made f or city water hardnesses of 28 . 3, 20, 15 and
5 grains per gal l on.
Survey resul ts indicated the percentage of home-serviced residential water account s that used each of the various exchange interv al s off ered by the soft water service companies.

Since 56. 2 percent

of al l residential softening is accompl ished by home-serviced softening
units (Tabl e 3) the total number of residences using home-serviced softerr
ing was cal cul ated.

The number of residences using each exchange inter-

v al was determined by proportioning the total number of home-serv iced
softening accounts from percentages determined f rom survey resul ts. The
total cost per month was cal cul ated based upon the present rates charged
by the soft water service companies.

At the present city water hardness

of 28. 3 grains per gal l on the cost per average residence per year was
calcul ated at $50. 93.

This cal cul ation can be f ound in Appendix I I I -.

To cal cul ate the softening costs at different degrees of city
water hardness it was necessary to estimate the number of services sub
scribing to the various exchange interval � .

This estimation was ac

compl ished by proportioning the · number of home- serviced softening

Table 9. Home-serviced Softening -- Estimate d Annual Gosts per Residence
to Soften from Varying Degrees of City Water Hardness to Zero Hardness

Exchange
I nterval
days

Reside ntial
Accounts
from Survey

City Water Hardness
28.3 gpg
Estimate d Number
Cost
of Home-service d
$/month
Softe ning Units

City Water Hardness
20 gp_g
Estimated Numbe r
Cost
of Home -serviced
$/month
Softening Units

" 56

5

74

203. 50

74

2 03.50

28

37

543

1764.75

690

2 2 42 .50

21

20

294

1249.50

338

1436.50

14

26

382

2005. 5-0

279

1464.75

10

6

88

638. 00

0

o . oo

94

1381

5861.25

138 1

5347.25

,Totals

Cost/Reside nce/Ye ar

$50.93

$ 46 .A6

it.
w

Tabl e 9.

City Water Har dness
1 5 gpg
Estimated Number
Cost
of Home-Serviced
Softening Units
$/month

Exchange
Frequency
days
56

Continued

I

346

I

95 1.50

City Water Hardness
�� _g'}�g
Estimated Number
of Home-Serviced
Cost
Softening Units
$/month

I

1 337

3676. 75

28

5 65

1836. 2 5

; 44

1 4 3. 00

21

42 6

18 10. 5 0

0

0. 0 0

14

44

2 31 . 00

0

0. 00

10

0

0. 00

0

0. 00

Totals

1 38 1

4829.2 5

1 38 1

38 1 9. 75

Cost/Residence/
Year

$4 1. 96

$33. 1 9

�
�
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units according to the expected shift in the exchange intervals for
softening tanks due. to the change in water quality .

It was assumed for

this calculation that the sof t water service companies woul d not change
either their scheduled exchange intervals or their monthl y service
charges.

The cost per residence per year is reduced as the water hard

ness in the municipal suppl y is reduced.

A reduction in water hardhess

from 28.3 grains per gall on tQ 5 grains per gallon reduces home-serviced
softening costs from $50.93 to $33.19 for a reduction of $17.74 per
residence per year.
Residential Home-Owned Softening Costs - Table 10 shows the re
l ati onship of home-owned softening costs with water hardness as the
hardness increases from O to 40 grains per gallon.

The cost data pre

sented in this table required the computation of capital recovery costs,
fixed annual costs ( taxes and maintenance) . and regeneration costs.

The

sample calculations for determining softening costs for home-owned
softening are shown in Appendix I I I .

The cost for capital recovery is

computed from an average first cost of $332 per softener.

After the

first cost, the expense of softening per year varies from $24.02 for a
28 grain per gallon water to $16.31 for a five grain per gall on water.
For the residen t considering home-owned softening the first cost should
be included as an annual expenditure.
Annual costs per residence to softe� fr om varying degrees of city
water hardness are plotted in Figure 2 for home-serviced softening and

Table 10. Home-owned Softening -- Annual Cost per Residence to Soften
from Varying Degrees of City Water Hardness to Zero Hardness

Water Hardness
mg/1
0
34
68
85
. 1 03
1 37
171
205
239
274
308
342
376
410
445
479
513
547
581
616
650
684

gpg
0
2
4
5
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40

Capital Recovery
$/res/yr
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00
32. 00

Taxes and
Maintenance
$/res/yr
14. 76
1 4. 76
14. 76
14. 76
14. 76
14. 76
14. 76
1 4. 76
14. 76
1 4. 76
14. 76
1 4. 76
1 4. 76
1 4. 76
1 4 . 76
14. 76
1 4. 76
14. 76
14. 76
14. 76
14. 76
14. 76

Regeneration
$/res/yr

o . oo

0. 66
1. 32
1. 65
1. 99
2. 65
3. 31
3. 97
4. 64
5. 30
5. 96
6. 62
7. 28
7. 94
8. 60
9. 26
9. 92
10. 58
1 1 . 24
11 . 90
1 2. 57
1 3. 23

Actual Annual
Expenditure
$/res/yr
1 4. 76
1 5. 42
1 6. 08
16. 41
1 6. 75
17. 41
18. 07
18. 73
19. 40
20. 06
- 20. 72
21 . 38
22. 04
22. 70
23. 36
24. 02
24. 68
25. 34
26. 00
26. 66
27. 33
27. 99

Total Cost
$/res/yr
46. 76
47. 42
48. 08
48. 41
48. 75
49. 41
50. 07
50. 73
51 . 40
52. 0 6
52. 72
53. 38
54. 04
54. 70
55. 36
56. 02
56. 68
57. 34
58. 00
58. 66
59. 33
59. 99

�
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for home-owned softening with and without first costs figured into the
total cost.

Figure 2 shows that for home-owned softening units without

the first cost the annual operating cost is approximately $17 less than
that for home-serviced softening units when a five grain per gallon water
is softened to z ero hardness.

As city water hardness increases the

differential between home-owned and home-serviced softening costs becomes even greater.

When the purc� ase price is considered as part of

the annual cost, home-owned softening is more expensive than homeserviced softening when the water h ardness is less than 4 1 grains per
gallon.
Municipal Water Softening Costs - The chemical cost for municipal
water hardness reduction for the 38 grai n per gallon raw water treated
in Brookings is shown in Table 11 and Figure 3.

The chemical cost to

remove varying degrees of hardness is shown per million gallons of water
softened.
The new water treatment plant for Brookings was designed so that
equipment to feed soda ash would be the only additional treatment unit
necessary for compl ete lime-soda ash softening to five grains per
gallon of hardness.

Basically the increased chemical costs for the

lime ' soda ash and carbon dioxide needed to soften the water would be
the only additional expenses incurred for municipal softening.

However,

an allowance of two cents per thousand g�ll ons of water softened ha s been
allotted to provide for add1· t 1_· onal labor costs an d for the handling and
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Ta b l e 1 1 . Mun i c ipa l So f t ening - - Chem i c a l Cos t s f or Va r y i ng Degrees
of Har dne s s Remova l per M ! l l i on Ga l lon s of Wat er So ft ened
Ha rdnes s
Removed
gpg
C O2
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Lime Cos t·
$/mi l ga l
2 . 10
3 . 09
4 . 09
5 . 09
6 . 08
7 . 08
8 . 08
9 . 07
10 . 07
1 1 . 07
12 . 0 6
13 . 06
14 . 06
15 . 05
1 6 . 05
1 7 . 05
1 8 . 05
1 9 . 04
1 9 . 45
1 9 . 45
1 9 . 45
1 9 . 45
19 . 45
19 . 45
20 . 44
21 . 44
22 . 44
23 . 43
24 . 43
25 . 43
26 . 42
27 . 4�
29 . 00
30 . 69

Soda Ash
Co s t
$/mi l ga l

Car bon D i ox ide
$/m i l ga l

o . oo

2 . 25
6 . 10
9 . 95
13 . 80
1 7 . 65
21 . 50
25 . 35
29 . 20
33 . 05
36 . 90
40 . 75
4 4 . 60
48 . 45
52 . 75
58 . 40
6 4 . 95

a - Ca l cu l a ted v a lues for C
O2 cos t

0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60
0 . 60a
1 . 36
1 . 36
1 . 36
1 . 36
1 . 36
a
1 . 36
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 04
2 . 0 4a

Tot a l
Cos t
$/mil gal
2 . 10
3 . 69
4 . 69
5 . 69
6 . 68
7 . 68
8 . 68
9 . 67
10 . 67
1 1 . 67
12 . 6 6
13 . 6 6
1 4 . 66
15 . 65
1 6 . 65
1 7 . 65
1 8 . 65
1 9 . 64
23 . 06
26 . 9 1
30 . 7 6
34 . 61
38 . 4 6
42 . 3 1
47 . 83
52 . 68
57 . 73
62 . 57
67 . 42
72 . 27
77 . 1 1

8 2 . 21
8 9 . 44
97 . 68
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disposal of lime sludge.

The total cost to remov e 33 grains per

gallon of har dness is approx imatel y 12 cents per 1, 000 gallons of
water softened.

When it is considered that enough lime is presently

added to remove the carbon diox ide and 1 0 grains per gallon of hardness
the additional cost to remove another 23 grains per gallon of hardness
would be less than nine cents per 1, 000 gallons of water softened.

The

cost in dollars per million gal�ons needed to soften a 38 grain per
gallon water is plotted against varying degrees of hardness removal in
Figure 3.

It may be noted from this figure that chemical costs increase

sharply after the removal of calcium alkalinity.
In Figure 4 the annual cost per residence £or municipal softening
has been plotted against the grains per gallon of hardness removed .
The values plotted on this figure were obtained by multiplying the
total cost per million gallons of municipa� ly softened water times an
average water usage of 195 gallons per day per residence.

The figure

shows that as hardness removal increases from 10 to 18 grains per
gallon the annual cost per residence for municipal softening increases
from $2. 32 to $3.04.

This increase of 72 cents represents the cost to

r educe water hardness from 28. 3 to 20 grains per gallon.
amounts to only six cents per residence per month.

This cost

This additional

cost will be compensated for by a cost reduction in home softening
methods.
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Effective Savings - Municipa l reduction of an additional eight
grains per gallon from 28 to 20 grains per gal lon reduces home-serviced
softening costs from $50 .93 to $46.46 per residence per year as shown
in Table 1 2 .

This reductio n amounts to $4.4 7 per r esidence per ym. r.

For the same municipal hardness reduction, home-owned softening costs
are reduced from $24 .0 2 to $2 1.38 per residence per year, which amoupts
to a reduction of $2.64.

The effective savings (difference between the

municipal softening costs and the reduction in private softening costs
effected by municipal softening) would be $3.7 5 and $1.92 per residence
per year for ho me-serviced and home- owned softening respectivel y.

As

city water hardness is reduced further by municipal softening the ef
fective savings for home-serviced softening becomes larger while the
effective savings for home-owned softening remains relatively constant.
Table 13 shows the estimated residential softening costs, for 1969,
compared with the calcul ated cost to munici pally soften the total water
used by residential services.

The cost to municipall y reduce hardness

from 28 to 20 grains per gall on is increased from $5, 7 0 0 to $7, 5 0 0 per
year, an increase of $1, 8 00 per year.

This additional expenditure of

$1, 8 0 0 by the City wo ul d result in an effective savings for residential
softening of $6,7 0 0 per year.
28 to

5

A reduction in city water hardness from

grains per gal lon would resul t in a decrease in total softening

costs from $97 , 40 0 _ to $8 1, 000 per year for an effective savings of
$16, 4 0 0 per year for re� idential softening costs.

Table 12.

Munici pal Softening
of a 38 gpg water

Annual Cost per Residence for .Private Softening from
Varying Degrees of Municipal Softening

Municipal Softening
Cost
$/res/yr

to 38 gpg

Residential Softening Costs
to Obtain Zero Hardness
$/res/yr
Home-serviced

Home-owned

58 : 25

27.33

to 2 8 gpg

2 .32

50.93

2 4. 02

to 20 gpg

3. 04

46. 46

2 1 . 38

to 15 gpg

4 . 57

41.96

1 9.75

to 5 gpg

8 . 36

33. 19

16.41

()'I
w::.

Table 13.

Municipal Sof tening
of a 38 gpg Wate r

Esti mated Residential Water Softening Costs, for 1969, Compared
with the Calculated Cost to Municipally Softe n all the
Water Used Resident ially
Municipal Softening
Cost
$/year

to 38 gpg

Residential Softening Costs
to Obtain Ze ro Hardness
$/year

Total · softeni ng
Cost
$/year

Home -servi ced

Home- owned

80, 400

2 4, 400

104, 800

to 28 gpg

5, 700

70, 300

2 1, 400

97, 400

to 20 gpg

7, 500

64, 100

1 9, 100

90, 700

to 15 gpg

10, 900

58, 000

1 7, 600

86, 5 00

to 5 gpg

20, 600

45, 800

14, 600

81, 000

CJ1
CJ1
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Comme rcial an d Univer sity Water Softe ning Costs
Even though commercial establishments and the University use
approximate ly one -half of the total soft water produce d in Brookings,
the data obtained were not sufficient to determine the cost of this
soft water.

It is expecte d that municipal hardn e ss reduction would

provide a cost savings for commercial wate r soften ing that would be
comparative to residential savLngs if the savings were compute d on a
basis of unit volumes of soft wate r .

It is not expe cted that municipal

hardness reduction would appreciably lower soften ing costs for the
University.

Pr obably the only savings that would be realized is the

amount of salt used to regenerate softening units.
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CONCLUSIONS
From the inve stigation , the fo l l o wing concl usions have bee n
drawn :
1.

Resu lts o btained fr�m the questionnaire surv e y indicate d
that 92 .5 pe rcent of al l Brookings' residents use softened
water in their home s .

It was found that 3 6 percent of the

tota l Brookings' water usage , in 1969, was private l y softe ned.
2.

Re side ntia l softening by a combination o f municipa l hardness
reduction with e ithe r home -se rv ice d o r home -owne d softe ning
wil l provide softene d wate r at a lowe r cost than wi l l e �ther
home-se rvice d or ho me -owne d softening alone.

Municipal

hardness re duction to a hardness o f 2 0 gra ins per ga l l on
wou l d cost the City an additiona l $1, 8 0 0 per year and wo ul d
resu l t in an effective residentia l savings o f $6, 7 00 per year,
based on present cost considerations.

The cost for so ft wate r

produce d for comme rcia l usage may be reduce d comparative ly.
3.

It was found that it costs $50.93 pe r residence pe r year for
home - serv ice d softening and $2 4.02 pe r reside nce per year for
home - own e d softening to reduce the hardne ss o f Broo kings ' prese nt
finishe d wate r from 2 8 . 3 grains pe r ga l l on to zero.

The ad

ditiona l che mica l cost to municipa l l y softe n water to five
grains pe r ga l l on o f hardness wo uld be $8.36 per residence per
ye ar or l e ss than 9 ce nts pe r 1, 000 ga l lons softe ne d.
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4.

Per haps the greatest singl e benefit of municipal softening is
that water with reduced- hardness is available to those peop le
who previously were unable to afford it so that they may
also enjoy · the conveniences pr ovided by softened water.

5.

Lime- soda ash softening to five gr ains p er gallon of hardness
would necessitate a fourfold increase in chemical dosage
with subsequent increases in sludge volume and handling costs.
A soda ash feeder would be the only additional piece of equip, ment needed for municipal softening.
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FUTUR E STUDY
The study has suggested that further work be conducted to define
more c ompletely the extent to which c ommercial establishments and the
University soften their water.

With more extensive data in these

two areas the total soft water usage for Brookings c ould be calc ul�ted
with inc reased accuracy.

Possible procedural methods for further study

c ould inc lude the following:
1.

A more c omplete questionnaire survey of commerc ial establishments could be attempted.

This survE¥ sh ould determine the

exchange capac ity of commercial softening units, their c ost,
the frequency of regeneration and the annual salt c onsumption
of these units.
2.

A more extensive investigation shou_ld be undertaken to determine the soft water usage by the University.

This c ould pos

sibly inc lude a metered ac c ount of the soft water used in
every building.
To obtai n more complete analyses of municip:i.l softening c osts and
sludge production it may be possible to operate the present Brookings'
water treatment plant on a pilot basis.

The plant c ould be operated

to obtain data for various degrees of hardness removal.

An analysis

of · the effluent should be conduc ted to determine the stabili ty of the
water at different degrees of effluent hardness.
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APPENDIX I
Water Qual ity and Wate r Usage Records
Copy of Survey Questionaire

Annual Ave rages o f Brookings Raw and Fi ni s he d Wate r Cons t i t ue nts
i n mg/1
Year

Tot al
Hardness
F i n.
Raw

Alkal i nitv
Raw
Fin.

1961

560

42 3

315

157

2 44

1962

604

441

327

140

· 1963

630

472

336

1964

62 3

490

1965

650

1966

M

Noncarbonate
Hardnes s
Raw
Fin.

Fe
Fin.
Raw

Raw

Fi n.

Raw

2 67

3. 0

0. 09

0.7

0.12

276

301

3. 4

0.10

0.9

158

2 94

314

2 .5

0.07

32 3

157

300

333

2 .7

494

332

154

318

340

678

5 15

339

160

339

1967

655

494

338

151

1968

616

461

336

1969

62 4

471

9-year Ave.

626
643

1966-1969
Average

F i n.

CL.
Fin.

F
Fir

7.3

8. 0

0.64

1.

0.2 3

7.2

8.0

0.73

1.

0.6

0.19

7.0

7.7

0.63

1.

0.06

0.6

0.15

7. 1

7. 9

0.57

1.

3 .8

0. 04

0. 8

0.04

7. 4

8.2

0. 65

1.

355

4.2

0.05

0. 8

0.02

7.5

8.2

0.63

1.

317

343

4.1

0.03

0. 9

0. 06

7.4

8.2

0. 63

1.1

149

2 80

310

4. 2

0.04

0. 8

0.02

7.4

8.3

0.65

1.1

322

147

302

324

3.7

0.06

0.8

0.02

7. 3

8. 2

0.66

1.1

473

330

153

297

32 1

3. 5

0.06

0.8

0.09

7.3

8.1

0.64

1.1

48 5

334

152

310

333

4. 1

0.05

0.8

0.03

7. 4

8.2

0 . 64

1.1

Mn

DH

·,c.,

en
�
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1 9 6 9 Br ookings ' Wa ter ..Pumpage Rec or d s

Mon t h

Wa t e r Los s a

Wat er Pumpe d
from We l l s
ga l

Wa ter Pumped
to C ity
ga l

Water B i l l e d
to Cus tome r s
ga l

Januar y

3 3 , 4 45, 000

3 1, 21 6, 000

24 , 802, 200

20 . 5

Februar y

32 , 2 15 , 000

30 , 038, 900

24, 7 6 7 , 325

17 . 6

Mar c h

3 6, 3 39, 000

3 3 , 8 8 1, 400

22 , 854 , 450

32 . 5

Apr i l

3 4 , 9 7 0, 000

32, 738 , 500

29, 555 , 4 75

9.7

May

4 1 , 002, 000

3 8, 464, 100

3 1, 157 , 7 75

1 9.0

June

3 7 , 208 , 000

34 , 978 , 200

32, 7 85 , 500

6.4

July

3 9, 1 1 3 , 000

36 , 81 9 , 500

28 , 09 7 , 250

24 . 0

Augus t

4 9, 3 62, 000

47 , 0 1 0, 000

3 9 , 909, 150

15 . 2

Sept ember

40 , 779, 000

3 8, 491, 500

3 7 , 24 3 , 2 75

3.2

October

39, 7 6 3 , 000

3 7, 543 , 900

29, 9 07 , 1 50

20 . 3

November

3 6, 0 8 3, 000

3 3, 8 1 6, 900

28, 1 8 3, 7 6 3

1 6.8

December

35, 9 32, 000

3 3, 668 , 700

28 , 0 9 6, 500

16. 8

Fir s t
Quar t er
Average

3 3, 9 9 9, 6 6 6

3 1, 71 2 , 1 00

24 , 1 4 1 , 325

23 . 8

Year l y
Average

3 8, 0 1 7, 583

35, 722 , 300

29, 7 79, 9 8 4

1 6.6

a

%

nd water b i l l ed to
- D i f ference betwe en water pumpe d to t he c ity a
c us t omer s
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Annual Total s . o f Brook i ngs ' Water Pumpage R ecord s

Water Los s a

Year

Water Pumped
from Well s
gal

Water Pumpe d
to C ity
gal

Water B ille d
to Customers
gal

1961

332 , 092 , 000

321 , 242 , 000

290 , 08 9 , 39 8

9.7

1 9 62

332 , 9 1 4 , 000

3 15 , 1 1 4 , 000

267 , 122 , 450

15 . 2

1 9 63

33 8 , 565 , 000

329 , 3 45 , 000

268 , 41 8 , 775

13 . 0

1964

3 8 9 , 1 9 8 , 000

379 , 670 , 260

299 , 8 97 , 250

20 . 8

J. 9 65

404 , 27 8 , 000

372 , 725 , 300

334 , 87 9 , 20 1

10 . 1

1966

452 , 332 , 000

424 , 57 8 , 700

374 , 39 3 , 59 6

11 . 8

1 9 67

4 6 1 , 1 23 , 000

43 1 , 720 , 200

375 , 41 9 , 800

13 . 0

1 96 8

434 , 644 , 000

406 , 126 , 200

359 , 29 6 , 7 1 8

11 . 5

1 9 69

45 6 , 21 1 , 000

428 , 6 67 , 600

357 , 35 9 , 8 1 3

16 . 6

9 -year Ave .

3 9 9 , 03 9 , 666

378 , 79 8 , 806

327 , 208 , 550

13 . 5

1966-1969
Average

45 1 , 077 , 500

422 , 773 , 175

3 66 , 6 1 7 , 4 8 1

13 . 2

%

a - D i f f erence betwe en water pumpe d to the c ity and water bill e d to
c ustomers

Meter ed Uni versity Water Usage i n Cubi c Feet for 1 969
Medar y Ave
& 1 1 th St Sheep Unit Pharmacy Gardens Hort. lrr i g. Hog Far m Fed. Resear ch I.ab Golf Course
cu ft
cu ft
cu ft
cu ft
cu ft
cu ft
cu ft
J anuary

807, 2 40

1 , 02 0

2 , 870

4 1 , 540

February

8 8 3, 090

310

1 , 850

40, 050

March

890, 250

500

2 , 200

33, 530

April

1 , 2 15, 670

500

3, 350

47, 530

May

1 , 227, 920

500

3, 350

1 4 , 080

950

51 , 8 30

2 00

J une

796, 030

500

9, 460

1 3, 540

1 0, 2 00

67, 370

8, 860

J uly

67 1 , 370

720

3, 000

1 6 , 000

4, 530

56, 6 30

2 , 970

August

969, 910

690

5, 680

1 0, 880

1 0, 650

1 45, 960

4 , 1 80

September

847, 050

530

3, 360

18, 690

6, 750

54, 330

1 , 850

1 , 028, 910

200

1 , 590

1 1, 950

7, 380

44, 280

600

November

98 1 , 2 40

1 40

20

8, 8 30

6, 150

38, 860

2 70

December

942 , 770

160

6, 330

6, 400

40 ,. 030

Totals [1 1 , 2 1 6, 450

5, 770

100, 300

6 3, 2 80

653, 940

October

2 6, 460

Meter
Removed

1 8 , 930

O')
--..J
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SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name__________________

Addr es s ______________

1.

Do you pres ently have a water s oftener in your home?
YES___ NO___

2.

Total number of water taps in your home?
Number of hot s oft water taps in your home?
Number of cold soft water taps in your home?

3.

Do you us e a tank exchange s ervice (Culligan ___, Artz Filter
Soft ___ ), or do you own or rent a unit from (Culligan
Artz Filter Soft ___, Linds ey ___, Other ___)?

4.

If you us e a tank exchange s ervice how often is the tank
exchanged? (in days)?
2 1 --- ' 2 8 --- ' 5 6 ___, other
7 ___ , 1 0 --- ' 1 4
What does it cost per month? ____________

5.

If you own or rent a unit (fully automatic __, or s em iautomatic
) to the bes t of your knowledge how many pounds of
s alt do you use in a year?___________

6.

How often is the unit mentioned in question 5 regenerated?

7.

If you own a home s oftener what did it cos t new?

8.

If you rent an automatic home s oftener what does i t cos t per
month?
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APPEND IX I I

Sampl e Ca l cu l ations for Determi n i ng Soft Water Usage
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Sampl e Calcul ations for the Deter mination of Residential Water Usage
Home-Serviced Softening
This cal cul ation was made using the fr equency of tank exchanges
per month based upon a tank capacity of 30, 000 grains of har dness
r emoval .

Using a water har dness of 28 . 3 gr ains per gal l on for the

calcul ation it was found that 1, 0 60 gal l ons of soft water coul d be
pr oduced befor e the tank capac· ity • was exhausted .

It was assumed that

the exchange capacity of r etur ning tanks on the aver age woul d be
compl etel y dissipated.
For an exchange fr equency of 56 days per tank the amount of soft
water used per month is calcul ated as fol l ows:
1, 060 gal /tank x

30 days per month
56 days per tank

568 gal /month

The water softened in gal l ons per month for the r emaining exchange
fr equencies has been tabul ated as fol lows :
Fr equency of Exchange
days
56

Water Softened
gal/month
568

28

1, 136

14

2,271

21
10

1, 514

3,180

This infor mation Was Used for the 94 questionnair es r etur ned and the
total soft water usage was cal cul ated to be 4 3 . 1 per cent of the total
water usage .

The aver age soft water usa.ge per r esidence was found to

be 54 gal l ons per day.
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Home-Owned Softening
This cal cul at ion was based on a tot al sal t usage of 37, 565 l bs
per year for 54 repl ies t hat used a tot al water vol ume of 359, 6 1 3
gal l ons per mont h.

The calcul at ion was made using a wat er hardness

o f 28.3 grains per gal l on and it was assumed that t hree grains of salt
are needed t o displace one grain of hardness during r egenerat ion of a
soft ening unit (3-362) .

The tot al water usage for al l repl ies using

home-owned soft ening was 418, 8 1 8 gal l ons per mont h.
359, 6 1 3 gal /mont h x 28 . 3 gpg

=

1 0, 1 77, 0 4 7 gr ains of hardness/mont h

37, 565 l bs of sal t /yr x 7, 000 gr/l b X

1 gr of hardness
3 gr of sal t

7 , 248, 750

grains of hardness that can be removed in a mont h
7 1 .2 percent of t he wat er is soft ened

7 , 248 , 7 50 gr/mont h x 100
1 0, 1 77 , 0 4 7 gr/mont h

Water soft ened per mont h is cal culated as fol l ows :
4 1 8, 8 1 8 gal /month x 7 1.2%

=

298 , 500 gal l ons per mont h
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Sampl e Cal cul ations for Determining the Percentage
of Commercial Soft Water Usage
Data f rom commercial questionnaire response showed that :

five

businesses using 1 6 , 1 0 0 pounds of sal t per year used a total of
304 , 8 8 4 gal l ons of water per month ; · seven businesses subscribing to
serviced- softening softened 1 9, 4 1 9 gal l ons per month ; nine businesses
that did not soften their water used

2 3,

039 gal l ons per month ; and

the total commercial water usage was 376, 2 4 3 gal l ons per month.
The cal culation for soft water usage is as follows:
1 6 , 1 00 l bs of sal t/yr x 7, 000 gr/l b x 1 gr of hardness
3 gr of sal t
1 2 months/y r

3, 1 30 , 000

grains of hardness that can be removed per month
304, 8 8 4 gal /month x

28.

3 gr/gal = 8, 640, 000 gr/month total hardness

3, 130 , 000 gr/month removed x 1 0 0 = 36. 2 % of the har dness removed
8, 640, 000 gr/month total
304, 8 8 4 gal /month x 36.2 %

=

1 1 0, 500 gal /month softened

1 10 , 50 0 gal /month + 1 9, 4 1 9 gal /month = 1 2 9, 91 9 gal /month softened
1 2 9, 91 9 gal /month softened x 1 0 0
376 , 2 43 gal/month total

=

34.6% softened commercial ly
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Samp l e Ca l c ulations for Determini ng Tota l Residentia l
and C ommerc ia l Water Usage

Tota l Residentia l Usage
The total residentia l water usage for 17 0 questionnaire replies'
was 8 0 9, 7 0 3 ga l /month or 4 , 76 Q gal/month/residenc e.

Sinc e there are

approximately 2,457 residential water accounts in Brookings the
total residentia l usage for the C i ty was as follows:
4 ,76 0 gal/month/res

x

2,457 res

=

11,7 0 0,0 00 gal/month

Total Commercial Usage
The 19 c ommercial questionnaire replies indic ated a total water
usage of 376,243 ga l/month or 19, 8 0 0 gal/month/reply.

Sinc e there are

approximately 280 c ommercial establ ishments in Brookings the total
c ommercial usage for the City was c alc ulated to be:
28 0 ac c ounts

x

19,8 0 0 gal/mo nth/rep ly

=

5,50 0 , 0 0 0 gal/month
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Sample Calculations for Deter mining Softening Costs
for Home- Ser viced Softening
Home-ser viced softening costs per resi dence per year for a 2 8 .3
grain per gallon water wer e deter mined from an estimated cost per
month for all of the home-ser viced softening units in Br ookings.
The total number of r esidential home- ser viced softening accounts was
calculated to be 138 1, fr om analysis of sur vey r esults .

The n umber of

home-ser viced softening units r eplaced for each of the � xchange inter vals was deter mined by extr apolatin g per centages fr om sur vey r esults to
include all home-ser viced softening accounts.

Ex change Inter val

Home-Ser viced
Softening Units
fr om Sur vey

Estimated Total
Number of HomeServiced Soften. ing Units

Cost
$/month

56

5

74

X

2. 75

28

37

543

X

3.2 5

21

20

2 94

X

4. 2 5

12 49. 50

14

26

382

X

5.2 5

2005.50

10

6

88 X 7. 2 5

6 38.2 5

Totals

94

138 1

2 03.50

=

176 4. 75

586 1. 25

To obtain the aver age cost per r esidence per year the total cost per
month was divided by the total �umber of home-ser viced softening
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units and mu ltipl ied by the 1 2 months of the year.
$5861 .25 / month x 1 2 months / year
1 38 1 softening units

=

$50. 93 per residence per year

The ca lcu lation for softening cost for other degrees of city water
hardness was accomplished by proportioning the number of home- serviced
softening units according to the expected shift in the exchange frequencies due to the change in water quality.
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Sample Calc u l ations for Determining Softening Costs f or
Home-Owne d Softening
Fixed Costs per . Year per Residenc e
1.

Increased Property Taxes
The aver age cost of home-owned softeners was f ound to be $332
and Brookings 1 pr.operty taxes are levied at 7 0. mills on 42 percent evaluation.
$332 x 0 . 42 x 70 mills =

2.

Inter est on I nvestment at 5%
$ 3 32

3.

$ 9. 76

X

1 6 .60

0. 05 =

Amortization for 15 years at 5%
$ 3 32 X 0 . 0 5
15
( 1 + .05) -1

4.

1 5 . 40

Maintenance Costs (estimated) =

5 . 00

Total = $4 6. 7 6 / year
Regeneration Costs per Regeneration
Survey results indicated that softening units were r egenerated every
2.70 days and that the average r esidence used 6 96 lbs of salt per year
f or regeneration.
1.

Salt Costs
365 days/year
2.70 days/regeneration

135 regenerations/year

78
69 6 lbs of sa l t/yea r /r esidence
1 35 regener ations per year

5 . 1 5 l bs of sa l t/rege neration

5. 15 l bs of sa l t at 2 . 25 cents/ lb

1 1 . 6 ce nts per re gene ration

2 . Wate r Costs
Regener ation of a home softening un it require s an aver age\ of
50

a

gal l ons of water for washing the ze o lite media .

50 ga l l ons x 30 cents per 10 0 cubic f e et

b

=

2 . 0 cents/regener ation

3. Se wer Renta l Charge s
0 . 75 x water cost
Total cost pe r

1 . 5 cents/regenera tion

r e generation e q ua l s

1 5 . 1 cents .

Av e� age Soft Water Cost per Year per Residence f or a 4 0 Grain per
Ga l l on Wate r
From sur v e y resul ts it was computed that 90 ga l l ons per day per
residence wa s the aver a ge soft wa ter usage in Brookings .

The exchange

capacity of home-owned sof tening units was assumed to average 15, 0 0 0
grains of har dness remov al .
90 gal/da y/r es x 3 65 days/year
32 , 8 5 0 ga l /res/year
x 40 gpg
15, 000 gr/r e generation
87 .

a
b

32 , 850 ga l/re s/yea r soft wate r
87 . 6 regener a tions per ye ar

6 regener ations/year x 1 5 . 1 ce nts/regener ation = $13 . 2 3 per ye ar

_ Quant ity

e xperienced

by local sof t wat er ser v ice companies.

_ Br ookings' r esidentia l wa te r rate for a wate r usage of 2 0 0 to 3 , 2 0 0
cubic feet per month.
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Total softening equals the sum of the fixed costs and the r egeneration
costs.
$46.76 + $1 3. 23

=

$59. 99 per year for a 40 gpg water

$59 . 99 per year
= $1 . 83 per 1 , 000 gallons softened
32.8 5 thousand gallons/y ear
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Data Used for Determining Chemical Cost for Lime-Soda Ash Softening
643

430

Magnesium
Hardness

Cal cium Hardness
Alkal inity
333

Noncarbonate
Hardness

643

Cal cium. Alkal inity = 333 mg/1 as· caco
3
Calcium Noncarbonate Hardness

430 mg/1 - 333 mg/1

Magnesium Noncarbonate Hardness = 643 mg/1- 430 mg/1

97 mg/1 as Caco3

=

2 13 mg/1 as caco3

The carbon dioxide concentration in the raw water was calculated to
be 40 mg/1 as CO .
2

It was assumed that 60 percent of the co woul d be
2

removed by aeration.
Del ivered Chemical Cost
Chemical

Cost per Ton

Lime
Soda Ash
The cost of the carbon dioxide needed for recarbonation was cal 
cul ated from the natura l gas rates charged in Brookings.

The amounts

of chemical s necessary for l ime- soda ash softening were cal cul ated
directl y from the Permutit Data Book on water conditioning (28 - 53).
a
b

- Present cost of l ime del ivered to Broo'kings.

l is, Minnesota.
- Price qu oted by PPG I ndustr ies of Minneapo
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The proce dur e fol l owed can be found in Cl ass 1 , Case 2 o f Section 57.
The cal cul ation was made using 90 per cent pure chemical l ime and 9 8
percent pur e soda ash.

I t was desired that the e fflue nt have 35 mg/1

of cal cium har dness and 45 mg/1 of magnesium har dness .
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Samp le Ca l cul ations for Determining
Carbon Dioxide Cos t s for Recarbonation
The theoretical amount of carbon dioxide required per million
gal lons of water treated is 3. 7 pounds per mg/1 of alkal inity, expres s ed

as

CaCO .
3

It is genera l l y neces s ary to add an addit iona l

25 percent to this amount making the tota l about f ive pounds of carbon
dioxide needed per mill ion gal lons per mg/1 of al kalinity pres ent in the
ef fluent.

Natural gas when burned yie lds 110 pounds of carbon dioxide

per 1,000 cubic feet of gas (29) .
Permutit (28 - 5 3)

s hows

that when the calcium hardness is reduced

t o 35 mg/1 and the magnes ium noncarbonate hardnes s is reduced t o 4 5 mg/1
t he a l ka l inity present in the eff l uent is
56

56

mg/1.

mg/1 of alka l inity x 5 lbs of CO2/mil gal/mg/1 of alkalinity

y ields 28 0 l bs of carbon dioxide needed.
280 lbs of CO2
X 1 , 000
110 l bs of CO2 /l,00 0 cu ft of gas

2,5 5 0 cu ft of gas needed

By cal cu l ating the cos t of natural gas bas ed on the minimum rate of
8. 0 cents per 100 cubic feet the cost per mill ion gall on s of wat er
t rea ted can be det ermined.
2, 5 5 0 cu ft of ga s x 0. 08 cents /100 cu ft
100 cu ft

$2. 0 4 /mil gal

The cost of recarbona tion for Brookings wat er

s oft ened

t o five

grains per gallon of hardness by the lime-s oda ash method of softening
would be $2. 0 4 per mil lion gal lon s of water trea ted.

